The Function of "Tele" in Human Relations*


Zerka's comments

I decided to present on this topic because I didn't think many of the participants ever knew about tele. I wanted to show how Moreno went beyond the concepts of transference and counter-transference.

Many years ago I found in a New-Age journal a poem written by Theodore Roszak. It struck me once more that poets are able to convey in a few words what others state in a far less cogent way, and in a manner which opens us to new perceptions. It runs as follows, and not only sums up for me the very essence of the therapeutic relationship, but also represents an ideal model for all human interactions:

You and I . . .
We meet as strangers, each carrying a mystery within us.
I cannot say who you are: I may never know you completely.
But I trust that you are a person in your own right, possessed of a beauty and value that are the earth's richest treasures.
So I make this promise to you:
I will impose no identities upon you, and invite you to become yourself without shame or fear.
I will hold open a space for you in the world and defend your right to fill it with an authentic vocation.
For as long as your search takes, you have my loyalty.

You may ask what this has to do with the topic of "tele." Is this an example of the meaning of that term? What is meant by the word "tele"? How does it differ from empathy or transference? What exactly does it represent? Why
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is it necessary to introduce such a concept and term? How and what does it add to our understanding of human relations?

Maybe these questions will be elucidated herein. The term itself was introduced by J.L. Moreno in 1934 in his book *Who Shall Survive?* (Moreno, J.L. 1934: 158) in which he reports on his work with people in their living settings, not in the clinic. He first refers to Thales of Miletus who attributed to the magnetic power of ferrous material a "soul." As soon as the physical basis of this phenomenon was recognized, Thales' interpretation was discarded. More than two thousand years later Mesmer postulated an attractive power coming from "animal" bodies. He thought that during hypnosis a magnetic fluid is stored up and that through this medium one individual can act upon another. Since this could not be proven, it was assumed that the phenomena emerging in the process are subjective in origin. Later empathy and transference were described as feelings observed coming from one person to another under certain conditions. Moreno's position was that empathy and transference are both one-way processes and that therefore they cannot build mutuality, since they are projectional, not necessarily based upon the reality of the other. From that perspective transference especially is the dissociative factor. His concern was with what ties persons together, mutually, either positively or negatively, and how that process can be demonstrated in interaction and, above all, in reality.

During his experiments with improvisational theater in Vienna, Moreno reported on some of his findings in the book *Das Stegreiftheater* (Moreno, J.L. 1924: 57): "we could observe that some individuals have for each other a certain sensitivity as if they were chained together by a common soul. When they warm up to a state, they 'click.' It often was not the language symbol which stimulated them." In the English translation, *The Theatre of Spontaneity*, we find the following: "There are players who are connected with one another by an invisible correspondence of feelings, who have a sort of heightened sensitivity for their mutual inner processes . . . They communicate through a new sense, as if by a 'medial' understanding" (Moreno, J.L. 1947: 68).

In his magnum opus *Who Shall Survive?* the term "tele" appears for the first time with this description:

a feeling complex does not run wildly into space but goes to a certain other person and that other person does not accept this passively like a robot but responds actively with another feeling complex in return. One tele may become inter-locked with another tele, a pair of relations being formed. Tele has no social existence by itself . . . But it is possible to classify it according to the equation of its social expansion, its "social effect."

(Moreno, J.L. 1934: 163)
In the 1953 edition of *Who Shall Survive?* Moreno wrote: “I defined tele as the factor responsible for the increased rate of interaction between members of a group, ‘for the increased mutuality of choices surpassing chance possibility’” (Moreno, J.L. 1953: 311–312). And on p. 314: “to express the simplest unit of feeling transmitted from one individual towards another we use the term tele, ‘distant.’” On p. 53: “Tele is two-way empathy: like a telephone it has two ends.”

Another investigator, Paul Deutschberger, stated: “Tele does not operate equally throughout the totality of an individual’s social atom, but consists of an horizon in which awareness is great, level of choice expenditure high, and perception of inter-relationships accurate, and an unstructured region, marked by tentative and token choices to which reciprocation is hit-or-miss. This is the area between the chance level and the tele level wherein drives for acceptance and misperceptions about the role of the recipient may cover a range of pathological interpersonal relationships” (Deutschberger 1947: 249).

What distinguishes tele from either one-way empathy or transference is the emphasis on the two-way flow of feelings. Tele must always be considered in terms of mutuality between two or more persons. Both the original idea of empathy (Lipps 1907: 694) and Freud’s concept of transference (Freud 1926) do not deal with the response of the “other” involved. From this point of view, the factor of counter-transference is a misnomer and unscientific. “Counter” is defined, among others, as “in the wrong way, contrary to the right course, or to encounter in opposition or combat, or in the reverse direction.” Encounter, on the other hand, is defined as “to meet with, especially unexpectedly.” Since transference is one-way as well as projectional, it is more precise to say that there are two processes going on, one from the client to the therapist, the other from the therapist to the client.

Whereas the client–therapist side of the transference may be dealt with in the course of therapy, the so-called counter-transference is never permitted to be a part of the therapeutic process; it remains in the dark. It is a parallelogram developing. We have been taught that the sides of a parallelogram meet in infinity. According to Freud, the transference neurosis must be resolved before treatment can be considered completed. But we have found that it may take an infinity for it to be resolved, and it is often the reason why some clients leave psychotherapy or seek help elsewhere.

Another strong distinction among tele, empathy, and transference is that tele is based upon the existential reality of the “other.” It involves a mutual recognition of that reality. The major difficulty with transference lies in the impenetrability of the analyst, as deemed absolutely essential to the treatment process. There is no possibility for the client to assess “the reality” of the therapist. That is what the treatment enforces. Moreover, transference was discovered in an artificial setting, not in the stream of life outside. We consider transference the dissociative element, while tele is the cement that
bonds people together. Therefore, if a relationship lasts throughout the buffeting of life's events with all its ups and downs, we claim it is based on tele.

To explain the term "social atom," another term coined by Moreno, it is described as "the smallest social unit, not the individual" (Moreno, J.L. 1947: 80). It is constructed by the relationships that revolve around an individual and form the connections with others. There are normally three types of social atoms: the private or personal, the vocational or work, and the socio-cultural. They may change from time to time in their membership but show a certain consistency. It is tele that makes these structures possible and creates the anchorage for them. It is a form of "social intelligence."

There are many forms of tele. It is based on the ability to assess and appreciate the reality of the other and must always be considered from the viewpoint of all the persons involved in the relationships, like sticks with two ends. Any interpersonal relationship encompasses three entities: the two persons plus the specific relationship between them. It is evaluated as the mutually positive, mutually negative, or incongruous, that is, one person choosing another and being either rejected in turn or feeling neutral or indifferent. From this perspective it is responsible for the cohesion or disintegration of a relationship. Mutually positive tele is the glue. Groups formed on the basis of transference are bound to fall apart. It is my belief that this is at least one of the reasons why so many marriages fail. It is particularly in the smallest unit of social interaction, the dyad, that the importance of tele becomes evident.

As with many elements found in nature, tele rarely exists in pure form. It requires cleansing of transference overlay. That is what is meant by working on a relationship. Tele is further complicated by interaction in a variety of roles in life.

Tele in the form of attraction or rejection can occur even between strangers. We have demonstrated over and over that a group of strangers meeting for the very first time already forms invisible bonds. To arrive at tele such a meeting must be cleansed of the transference aspect, with both or all partners willing to peel off the one-way projectional layers they bring into the relationship.

Unfortunately, negative tele expresses itself often more rapidly and clearly, and it too must be cleansed of transference properties to enable a real understanding of the other. It is particularly the reality of the other with which tele must connect. The reality may not always be attractive but at least it is based on a true essence, not a fantasy. Nevertheless, when in psycho-drama two such contending individuals are able to role reverse honestly with one another, that negative aspect may become smaller, less significant, and sometimes may even disappear. It is often seen to happen when a rejected person in a group becomes the protagonist and reveals his or her anguish, that the perception of that person changes for members of the group.
If tele is the bond based on mutual recognition of the other, it follows that it is responsible for cohesion or lack of cohesion in a group. To establish the validity of this concept, its existence as well as how it operates, a study was proposed. "The chief hypothesis to be tested is the existence of and the degree to which a hypothetical factor, 'tele,' operates in the formation of groupings" (Moreno, J.L. 1953: 623).

A study of a residential training school for girls who inhabited one of the cottages under a housemother was undertaken to determine whether the choices for sitting together at a four-person table at three mealtimes daily would demonstrate that the number of mutual choices, that is, persons choosing one another mutually, would be greater than by chance. The research proceeded on four levels of intervention. The first was to allow the girls to seat themselves a moment after the dining room door was opened, the idea being that they could demonstrate their choices in action and the process could be observed. The result was utter chaos, with some girls sitting by themselves at different tables, not choosing, six other girls fighting over four seats at one table, five at another, one table having only two girls, another being completely empty, and a few girls standing about, looking defeated because their situation was unclear to them. No one was pleased with that opportunity since it did not come about as desired. In fact, it turned into anarchy which in turn became autocracy, the housemother having to intervene; she ordered the girls to sit according to her design, thus overthrowing the notion that laissez-faire is an acceptable solution.

The second approach was constructed mathematically, on the basis of chi-square, to determine what the number of mutual choices thus predicted would be according to chance.

Number three was done by drawing a name out of a box; putting that aside and drawing three names for that first person randomly as seatmates. This process was conducted for all the girls and the results recorded.

Finally, the fourth approach was to ask the girls themselves to write down three persons whom they wanted as tablemates. They were also requested to state their reasons for choosing each one. Obviously, none of the earlier three approaches could cover this aspect of the choice process, and yet the reasons for choice are what highlights the effect of tele. Tele not only relates to mutuality of choice, it also points the way to reciprocity via the reasons for choice. Frequently these duplicate the words used by the partners or are very similar.

The results of the last investigation, the sociometric form, left absolutely no doubt. The number of choices revealed through the sociometric test was far greater than was possible on the basis of chance or shown in the drawing of names. Here are the figures: "The probability of mutual structures is 21.3% greater in the actual (choice) configuration than in the chance and the number of unreciprocated structures is 35.8% greater by chance than actually" (Moreno, J.L. 1953: 633). So one can truly say: QED the
hypothesis that a factor, assumed to be "tele," was responsible for tying people together by mutual choice (Lipps 1907: 694).

A number of later studies have also revealed some surprising and unprecedented effects of the impact of mutual tele and allowing groups to be reconstructed on the basis of choices made by the individuals concerned. One example deals with the reordering of seatmates at long tables in an institution for cerebral palsy children at mealtimes, again three times daily. The seating order was set by the staff. The administration was concerned to reduce problems arising regularly at mealtimes, such as squabbles or fights, breakage of dishes, and especially noise, none of which were controllable or contributed to the children's well-being. The request was for some investigators to come and study the situation and help deal with these concerns in a new fashion. At first the staff balked at any intervention, claiming, as many parents will, that they had made the best possible choices for their charges. We handled that by assuring them that if that were so, any intervention on our part would bear that out.

The children were asked at a group gathering to look around and write down the names of three seatmates. Those who had difficulties with writing were aided by staff, as some were rather severely handicapped and could only point a finger or even a toe momentarily. When the records were completed we decided to take the role of the students and seated ourselves at the tables when no one was around. Taking the role of a profoundly spastic child, we came to the simple discovery that we want our seatmates sitting across from us, not next to us since the latter position made eye contact difficult and our uncontrollable movements would interfere with the space of the seatmates. That this had indeed been one of the bases for temper tantrums and fights was clearly highlighted by our role reversal. Armed with this information one of us moved to the other side of the table and sat across from the other. That was found to be far better suited to our needs and became the pattern for the reseating after the test results came in. We became acutely aware that tele involves two dynamic categories for living: namely time and space. With whom we share our time and our space is of critical importance to our welfare.

The seating order was made according to the choices indicated and keeping in mind the "optimal satisfaction," that is, to match the children to ensure that at least one child of their choice sat across the table. We had gained the insight of how determining a factor of physical proximity is in the building of tele.

The results were observed and recorded by staff: accidents, spillages, breakages, temper tantrums and squabbles, as well as noise, were dramatically reduced. However, one month after this sociometrically fertilized emotional soil the most startling finding was reported by medical staff: a general, overall improvement in the physical condition of the entire school population showed up on the health charts, an improvement several times
larger than the previous curve for this item, including weight and height. We did not inquire at the time how the learning improved but it may well be assumed that this, too, was positively affected in those children whose physical balance is so precarious (Moreno, Z.T. 1966b: 231–232).

In this case we saw the relationship between observables. We are not linear thinkers. Like quantum physicists, we deal with uncertainties and probabilities; like them we do not assume an objective reality apart from our experience. We cannot observe something without changing it; we merely try to correlate experience correctly. What we learn from these examples is how significant human relations are, how central to our welfare, not only for the psyche but also for the body.

There are other findings that reflect the effect of tele on human relations. Sociometric investigators have reported that rejected, unchosen, isolated individuals within a work setting are the ones who are most frequently absent, ill or worse; they create accidents which are severe, repeated, and involve some of their co-workers as well. Studies of children on the school playgrounds have uncovered similar events among children, those who, for whatever reason, remain outsiders. They equally produce repeat accidents which can be severe and drag other children into their “vortex of misery.” It may be evidence for the popular statement that “misery loves company.” On the other hand, whenever a high-status child has an accident, it is usually a one-time event, not serious, and does not involve other playmates (Northway 1944). How can we account for these phenomena except by assuming that a lack of tele between people disturbs the possibility of their being rooted in the community? They are unable to partake of the normal give-and-take that happens around them.

School authorities throughout this land should take note and have some sociometric review of the social status of their students if we wish to avoid the kind of aggression of especially young males in our schools that we have witnessed recently. Individual counseling may not be sufficient; it is necessary to study the total school population to uncover these unfortunate beings and integrate them into their group in a more positive manner. It is also necessary to sensitize students to the fact that their negative stand towards some of their fellows and unpleasant behavior may well be a reflection of what they and their peers have produced. Tele awareness is needed to shed some light on their interactions (Hollander & Hollander 2000).

In “Sociometry and the Cultural Order,” Moreno wrote in 1943 that perhaps we are mistaken in placing the psyche inside the body, as a biological concept. He suggested that the psyche may well be outside the body, the body being enveloped by the psyche. That would place the psyche “out there.” To quote from that paper, the resistance against any attempt to break the sacred unity of the individual has one of its roots in the idea that feelings, emotions, ideas,
must reside in some structure within which it can emerge, and within
which it can function or disappear . . . These feelings, emotions and
ideas "leave" the organism; where then can they reside? Group research
shows that they find their expression between people, in interpersonal
and intergroup relations, traveling throughout the network, sometimes
visibly, sometimes not, but often without predictable effects. The
energy involved in these streams of feelings and moods which feeds
them we assume to be "tele."

(Moreno, J.L. 1943: 320)

If these ideas sound far-fetched, let me quote a friend of Jung's, the Nobel
Prize winning physicist, Wolfgang Pauli: "From an inner center the psyche
seems to move outward, in the sense of an extraversion, into the physical
world" (Zukav 1979: 56). Is all this sounding as if physics and psychology
are finding a meeting place, and if so, how? Is it not conceivable that this
psyche outside the body is making it possible also for our minds to meet
and influence one another? That is how and where the human encounter
takes place and it requires a two-way corridor to an open field along which
to travel.

The expression of tele in sociometric investigation reveals also negative
structures and relationships. In our culture positive feelings are valued,
admitted, and considered desirable; negative ones are a serious concern.
Not being chosen in return, overlooked, neglected or worse, rejected, can be
devastating at worst, wounding at best. We identify it with being unloved
and therefore unlovable; we become anxious, depressed, and generally feel
unworthy. Nevertheless it is a part of reality that not everyone can love us,
and actually there is no reason why they should. Sociometric research of
children as young as in kindergarten shows quite clearly that even these
beings are aware of positive and negative feelings to and from their peers.
The sense for tele develops with age but it is already in the young that its
effects are felt, even though the sense for mutuality comes gradually. This is
clearly seen in the sociograms of childhood in Who Shall Survive? (Moreno
1934, 1953: 150–153) and in research by Mary L. Northway (Northway
1960: 455).

The essential reason for doing sociometric investigations is not just to
make relationships visible and available for interpretation, but to recon-
struct groups to maximize sociostasis and find some resolution to the
problem of the unchosen and rejected. These measures are guides towards
change in action in life itself. Group members become co-researchers with
the investigator for their own groups, not merely verbally but in interaction.
It is meant to activate the tele existing in the group and stabilize the
relationships.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to go into more detailed reports
about the various groups which have been researched, as a great deal of
work has already been done and written about. The main problem is first of all that the researcher has the authority not only to investigate but to reorganize the group. Because of that, many of the first investigations were done in closed settings, schools, prisons, the military, but later found applications in industry, clinics and mental hospitals. When the group members realize that the investigation is meant to improve their relationship and interaction with others and find their choices respected and acted upon, the level of the group’s morale is greatly enhanced, cooperation insured, and cohesion improved.

To illustrate the great difficulties in obtaining authority to carry out this work, which is probably the major reason why there are now so few who practice it; in all groups studied, groups of a large variety, approximately 15% of persons are found to suffer from some form of isolation. Just imagine what this means in terms of human misery. Project that figure onto the world’s population even without considering wars, revolutions, and starvation, and one has some idea of the size of the problem. The studies referred to earlier represent what is called “objective sociometry,” in that everyone in the study was involved. True sociometry is done with a view to change the group, not merely as a form of academic exercise (Northway 1960; Northway and Detweiler 1956).

Because of some of the difficulties already mentioned, another form of measuring tele emerged, called “perceptual or subjective sociometry.” As the term indicates, it is based on the subjective perception of every individual in a group and of the relationships based between them; this goes for choices and rejections for everyone. When the individuals and their connections are drawn, a perceptual map of the structure of the group emerges. The usual symbol for the male is a triangle, for the female it is a circle. The perceived choices and rejections are drawn between the symbols. Usually the color red is used for attraction, black for rejection, but if colors are not available densities of line can be employed.

Choices are made on action criteria such as: “With whom do you want to work on this committee?” or “With whom do you want to be in this discussion group?” There are circumstances where the negative choices may not be suitable for inclusion and the group should have the right to make that decision, though where groups are in trouble and an investigator is called in, these must be included even if results are not disclosed, as in the case of children and young adults. Reorganization of the group uncovers the choices and rejections to some degree but no specific point is made of it. Group members should be reminded to give reasons for choices and rejections. Choices should not be made on the basis of acquaintance or friendship, as these involve multiple criteria in themselves. They should always be based on a common interaction relevant to the group.

The criterion is the handle around which choices are made. Just as we are multiple role players in life, we are also multiple criteria carriers. No one
should be evaluated on the basis of a single criterion. Choice patterns vary from one criterion to another. Perceptual sociograms, feeling ourselves into others, sharpen our sense for tele. It is even recommended that everyone makes up a perceptual sociogram at regular intervals, to assess the state of one’s situation on three levels: private, work, and community. All the relevant criteria of a person’s world are part of that profile. Our interactions rest upon multiple criteria which are often the source of differences between us, and these may have to be negotiated under given circumstances.

Certain individuals are shown to receive larger numbers of choices or rejections than others; these are called stars of attraction or rejection, but this can only be so determined on a number of criteria; one may be a star in one group and not in another. The criteria determine that.

It is not my purpose here to go into the kinds of structures which are usually found in the sociograms since this information is readily available in a number of books, but it should be pointed out that those who are overchosen often have clear tele contact with others as revealed through their mutual choices, and in the reasons for choice which very frequently are quite similar. Stars often choose one another, which obviously greatly influences and enhances their position in the group. We have found triangles and quadrangles of mutuality in some groups.

There are, on the other end of the scale, others who use their choices only to reject others. These may, in addition, form pairs of rejection, mutually negative tele, and they may also be stars of rejection. Out of this sector come many of the violent actor-outers who may get together in gangs where rage and anger is brought to bear on the bitterly rejected outsiders. The English adage, “thick as thieves,” comes to mind. Needless to say, these are the individuals that would require our special attention. We see evidence of their existence almost daily as they deliver death and disaster upon others. Our history, recent as well as past, is replete with examples.

We have observed that tele may die out between people even though they are still alive; on the other hand, it may continue beyond a beloved person’s life such as with the dead with whom unfinished business continues to haunt some individuals. In psychodramatic work these ongoing tele-connections are brought to life by auxiliary egos, therapeutic actors who take the role of these beings after the protagonist has shown in role reversal how they are and what they mean to the protagonist. Exploring the sociogram of life and death, we work this way with suicidal patients, many of whom have suffered recent loss or losses. If the sociogram of life is greatly impoverished, the pull from the sociogram of death threatens to pull protagonists over to the other side. Impoverishment of tele connections in life throws the intensity of the tele of the dead into bright relief, making the latter more alluring. Working with this type of client and having the protagonist role-reverse in the drama with the lost beloved while the auxiliary ego portrays the client, I have never yet found that the beloved other gives
the protagonist permission to join him or her. On one occasion when the protagonist in his deceased alcoholic father’s role wanted to draw him over, the protagonist immediately reversed back into his own role, facing the auxiliary ego father, and very firmly informed him that he knew his father wanted to have him join him, but he was not going to follow his negative example: he chose to live. The ongoing power of tele is clearly demonstrated, whether positive or negative, even when the recipient is absent. When an important relationship is lost, we actually lose two entities; the person plus the specific relationship, both of which are carriers of tele.

Quoting Immanuel Kant: “Sensibility and understanding must be brought into connection with each other by means . . . of imagination, because otherwise the former, though indeed yielding appearances, would supply no objects of empirical knowledge, hence no experience” (Arendt 1982: 81). Perhaps tele can be understood as combining sensibility and understanding. My own interpretation of the essence of tele is “liking, loving and respecting in one.” Too often tele is split and clients say, “I like you but I don’t love you,” or the converse, “I love you but I don’t like you.”

Another aspect of the function of tele is to set up islands of security between humans. In a world plagued by uncertainties, this is essential. Psychodrama deals with uncertainties and unpredictabilities and tries, in action, to make sense of them. The genuinely interactive purpose of tele makes the process relevant and admissible. For those who do not partake of this security, the rejected or unchosen life is a morass of un-lived possibilities. In her book *The Human Condition* Hannah Arendt said, “The remedy for unpredictability, for the chaotic uncertainty of the future, is contained in the faculty to make and keep promises” (Arendt 1958: 237). In Robert Frost’s words: “For I have promises to keep and miles to go before I sleep.” Sensing that the other will keep promises is a core experience in the exchange of tele.

Action therapies lead the protagonist into interaction with others in a safe setting, thus planting the seeds for tele connections otherwise not available. Hannah Arendt reflected upon the meaning of action:

> Action, as distinguished from fabrication, is never possible in isolation; to be isolated is to be deprived of the capacity to act . . . Action, moreover, no matter what its specific content, always establishes relationships and therefore has an inherent tendency to force open all limitations and cut across all boundaries.

(Arendt 1958: 188, 190)

In psychodrama, tele operates among director, protagonist, and group members. A common finding in our work is that a group member, strange to the protagonist, is chosen for a role in the drama. In the subsequent sharing by that auxiliary ego upon completion of the interaction, we hear
the auxiliary say, "It is amazing you picked me because . . ." and out will come a parallel experience. Although this is almost becoming an expectation, it still has power to surprise us. It happens so frequently that it is clear that tele reaches outward into space and is a "knowing beyond knowing."

Tele is responsible for another phenomenon in psychodrama. Protagonists start the drama in a state of "as if" but as the involvement develops, the "if" falls away and becomes "as." When that occurs, the protagonist may "see" and "hear" the auxiliary ego as the person being portrayed, the tele taking over the process.

I experienced such an occurrence the first time I worked in Finland. The translator was fluent in English and understood, or as we say, doubled, my role so well that she was able to copy my movements as well as my intonation even though she did that in Finnish. The result was that after the end of the session the protagonist walked up to me and said in his language, "But you spoke in Finnish!" Nothing could have been further from the truth, but he experienced the two of us as one. This facilitated the work among the translator, the protagonist, and me.

In recent years I have come to see my role as not that of a psychotherapist because I cannot be sure I heal any psyches; instead, I see it as being that of a relationship therapist. It is through the relationship as carried by tele that healing may be facilitated. A golden rule in psychodrama, however, for both director and auxiliary ego is not to abuse tele; therefore we warn our students in training: "Be sure you are not doing your psychodrama on your protagonist."

In *Psychodrama Volume II* there is discussion of tele by, among others, Gordon W. Allport: "Dr. Moreno defines tele as 'insight into,' 'appreciation of,' and 'feeling for' the 'actual makeup' of the other person. Thus defined it is indeed the foundation of all sound therapy, as it is of all wholesome human relationships" (Moreno, J.L. & Moreno, Z.T. 1975: 15).

That it has in fact a respectable basis is shown in the work of Bessel van der Kolk:

Prone to action, and deficient in words, these patients can often express their internal states more articulately in physical movements or in pictures than in words. Utilizing drawings and psychodrama may help them develop a language that is essential for effective communication and for the symbolic transformation that can occur in psychotherapy.

(van der Kolk et al. 1996: 195)

Dr. van der Kolk has further indicated that these methods induce changes in the brain cells of traumatized clients, as shown in before and after treatment by MRI and other forms of diagnosis; these clearly reveal that brain cells which had shown destruction were restored to balance.
That psychodrama has made comparatively few inroads into psychiatric or psychotherapeutic practice in this country is somewhat hard to understand because it is now quite respectable and paid for by various health insurances abroad. There seems to be some fear of this way of dealing with clients, as if one were, like the sorcerer’s apprentice, in front of an unknown and unpredictable quantity. Possibly understanding the function of tele will bring a greater sense of security into this realm.